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Preface
This document is a specification of the NOG phase 2 solution. In some areas, more detailed specification will be
necessary prior to the build stage to provide detailed guidance and directive to the development team.
The items prefixed with a “note” symbol are guidance / directives to the development team. E.g.

 Guidance or directive text
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1

Part A – Requirements

1.1

1.1.1

Requirements Appraisal

Top-level requirement / overarching need

The original brief:
“Some fire and rescue services will adopt our national operational guidance as it is, with no changes. However, the
main way in which many other fire and rescue service (FRS) staff will access national operational guidance is likely to
be via local arrangements. Each FRS will need to make national guidance applicable locally, and will encourage their
staff to rely on locally published policy and guidance which reflect local circumstance. We want to make it easy for
every FRS to take national operational guidance and to be able to use it in a simple and hassle-free way.”
“Some fire and rescue services have indicated that they want a technical solution that allows them to quickly and
simply take content from our national guidance solution described in phase 1 (without the laborious process of copying
and pasting [updated] content from our website) to either adopt or adapt into their local policies. They need the ability
to ‘overlay’ national guidance with any particular local context, which could include adjusting national guidance, or
publishing additional material alongside.”
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2

Part B – Solution

2.1

Main system components / features

The 4 or 5 top-line components;







2.1.1

Database copy / synchronisation
Workflow
Custom fields
Product packs
Application programming interface
Reporting
NOG Phase 1 system

Component
Web platform
Guidance database
Guidance content management
Guidance version history
User registration
Bookmarking
Feedback

Comment
This is the Drupal system which hosts the functionality and guidance database
The guidance stored as decomposed pieces of content / content items
Tools to enable guidance content to be added, amended and deleted
Trail of changes made to individual pieces of content and side-by-side compare
Ability for users to be able to register with the central NOG system
Ability for users to be able to bookmark pieces of content and receive email
alerts when book marked content changes
Ability for users to be able to provide feedback comments on pieces of content

The above table does not mention National Occupational Standards (Training Specs), Foundation Knowledge and
Scenarios, however these are included under the general heading of the Guidance database.
Other notable functionality includes printing, combined printing, social media share, search, relationships between
content (toggling etc.) as well as “brochure” content. These will be included as part of the Phase 2 solution with no real
change, other than the requirement to include new types of content where applicable.
At the time of writing there are a number of new Phase 1 developments underway: events articles and filter pages,
there are lists and views of recently updated content, integration with newsletter and Campaign Monitor, ‘in
consultation’ status of documents and the strategic gap analysis tool.
2.1.2

Availability of Phase 1 features in Phase 2 local version

Phase 1
Web platform
Guidance database

Phase 2
Web platform
Guidance database

Guidance content management
Guidance version history
User registration
Bookmarking
Feedback

2.1.3

Local user registration
Local bookmarking
Local feedback

Comment
Separate instance of the web platform
Separate instance of the Guidance Database
with a copy management mechanism to keep it
synchronised
Guidance is only managed centrally (local
content is managed locally)
Version history is not required in local version
Ability for users to register locally
Ability for users to bookmark local content
Ability for users to provide feedback on local
content – may have relevance to central content

Additional features introduced by Phase 2 local version

Phase 1

Phase 2

Comment
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Local branding

Custom fields

Product pack templates

Workflow
Custom content fields

Product packs / product pack
content management

Product pack version history
Application programming
interface

Reporting
2.1.4

Reporting

Logo, colour scheme, imagery, home page
custom text block. Not fonts, iconography or
layout adjustments
System for adopting guidance locally
Custom field per Central NOG content item
which can be populated and
managed/maintained locally
Product packs are locally created content based
on centrally held templates with the ability to
have relationships formed with the Central NOG
content.
Ability to track product changes on a local basis
This is the primary method for synchronisation
between the master and slave/local instance.
Also is the way an FRS would develop their own
Phase 2 integration tool
Local and central reporting on usage etc.

Database copy / synchronisation system

The database copy and synchronisation mechanism needs to be “pulled” by the local system from the central system.
This is the preferred approach from a security perspective because the local system has control of what it is receiving
and the timing. The local system has to be able to trust the central site and then it can request the data according to its
own preferences.
When data arrives, it is fed into the workflow system and is not immediately available to the typical end-user.
The local database effectively requires a reduced schema because the guidance version history revisions are not
required at the local level.

 During development opportunities to simplify the schema should be taken. Equally it may be “better” to copy the
complete database and then only make the relevant portions of the database available to NOG P2 users. The balance
between these two strategies is a matter for the detailed design stage.
The potential solutions we have considered for the synchronisation mechanism include the Drupal Feeds module. In
theory, the Feeds module could be a viable option but in practice it is presently only available at Drupal 7 and plans for
Drupal 8 are still being formulated. A watching brief should be kept on the status of the Feeds module in case it
becomes available for Drupal 8 in our timescale.
The proposed way forward will be to write a custom importer, which uses an API to access the central NOG system.
This would be the same API offered to FRSs who want to write their own integration.
2.1.4.1

Initial set up

The synchronisation mechanism is designed to keep the databases in-step and is not optimised for the large initial load
volume when an FRS is first set up. Even if the volumes look manageable it should be remembered that there are
potentially about 50 FRSs to come on stream and there could be instances where two or more FRSs are deploying
concurrently. The preferred approach is that a database copy is used to prime the system with the majority of the data
and then it is brought fully up to date using the synchronisation mechanism.
Consequently, the approach to setting up an FRS for the first time is a three-step process as follows:

1. Deploy the installation package, which sets up the Drupal system and all related code components
2. Receive a SQL dump of the relevant data and restore this into the local system
3. Configure synchronisation and kick-start it to bring the database right up to date
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2.1.5

Workflow system

The purpose of the workflow system is to control the way updates and changes to NOG content are received and
managed at the local level. This mechanism is distinct from the synchronisation system itself, which is the way the
content is transported to the local system. Once the content arrives locally the workflow system controls the way each
piece of new or changed/updated content is managed into operation at the local level. Typical end-users will only see
guidance items once they have been accepted/adopted by the FRS.
When a change arises with a piece of NOG content FRSs have to work through formal processes to assess the impact
and risk implications of the change and develop any revised or new policies and procedures. The detailed execution of
these formal processes varies between FRSs but the fundamental requirement for changes to be evaluated before
they are accepted remains consistent.
When updates are applied by the workflow system any incoming custom fields (which will be empty or contain default
values) must not be applied to the local target entity so as to preserve any data entered locally.
Some FRSs may not want the workflow system or might perhaps wish to be able to automatically accept changes (and
have them tracked in the audit log).
2.1.5.1

Likely workflow states

State
New
Acknowledged
In progress
On hold
Accepted
Rejected

Meaning
New or changed content item has arrived
Newly arrived content item has been read/acknowledged by a user at the FRS
Content item is being processed within the FRS
Work on the content item is on hold while a process outside the FRS is actioned,
e.g. discussion at National Level
Content item has been accepted and is made available within the local guidance
copy
It is generally assumed that guidance cannot ultimately be rejected. If there are
local factors to be captured then these are handled through the custom fields. If
the acceptance process takes a long time or has to be delayed pending some
external activity, even if these delays run to many months, there are applicable
workflow states. In the end, it is anticipated that all guidance will be adopted once
the FRS is ready. There is a small possibility that rejected might be implemented
more as a technical facility controlled by the central system (not the local user) to
handle cases such as a piece of guidance being withdrawn or similar.

Changes of workflow state will be time-stamped and recorded in an audit trail with a comment so that an FRS can
always look back and see what happened to any particular piece of incoming guidance and who is handling or
accepted it. The audit record will also capture the changed text to preserve the context, probably as a link back to the
original item on the central NOG system (although this of course would necessitate the local system being capable of
linking across the Internet).

2.1.5.2

Change dependencies

Some changes coming through may not be completely self-contained, i.e. there may be an expectation that some
other content item is in a particular state for this change to be valid. These are termed change dependencies. It would
be ideal if every change were capable of being dealt with on their own without reference to any other content item.
A further factor to consider is the use of moderation states within the publishing process on the NOG P1 core system.
This means that several changes could be “in the mix” with each held in a different moderation state. To simplify any
potential issues around this the synchronisation mechanism will only deal with published changes for shipping to the
NOG P2 local slaves.
Some of the more complex change scenarios arising have been listed below:
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Case
A new update arrives for content item before previous
update for same content item has been accepted
through the workflow process

A change to CM ordering under a particular Hazard
arrives before the previous change to add a CM has
been accepted through the workflow process

If an entirely new content item is added, e.g. a new
Tactical or Strategic Action, then any CMs subsequently
added will need the Tactical or Strategic Action to have
been accepted
If a content item is deleted and has dependents, e.g. a
hazard and its control measures

Consideration
In effect the change currently being processed has been
overtaken by events and has become redundant and
could in theory be dropped, although in practice the audit
trail would need to be preserved. The workflow system
might be able to flag these situations when they arise
(same object id).
This is actually a change to a hazard and the order of
the sub-ordinate control measures. The re-ordering
request would effectively refer to a CM that doesn’t exist
yet. If the hazard change were applied out of sequence it
would break referential integrity so it must be queued
behind the addition of the CM. For the workflow system
to be able to spot this scenario the hazard change would
have to contain the object id of the CM which is being
added.
This is a variation on the scenario above.

If a hazard is deleted there would be expected a series
of CM deletions following. In theory, these could be
processed in any order.

In the table above we have described two types of dependency:

1. Self-reference – for example a series of updates to a single content item
2. Cross-reference – for example where a hazard references a control measure
The most sensitive types of change are those that reference other content items, i.e. cross-references. If these are not
processed in the correct sequence then there is a risk that referential integrity is broken leading to “not found”
conditions and potentially system crashes.
Rather than getting into complex logic designed to handle these cross-references a practical, straightforward and safe
method is to ensure that all changes are always process in timestamp order. If this approach is enforced strongly it
would mean that a more complex / contentious change could block all subsequent changes for a significant period.
There is a requirement to be able to group changes, i.e. if a whole new document was to be added, the local content
administrators would not want to run through each TAC/STA/CM signing them off one-by-one. They would want to
read through the entire document and then accept the whole document as a group of connected content items. Equally
there may be situations where a new document reuses an existing hazard but changes it – the local content
administrators would need to accept the change to both documents, not just one, otherwise data integrity would be
compromised.
The correct handling of the process for local content administrators to review the contextual part of changes (i.e. the
details of the changed content) needs to be considered. There are two options in the mix:

1. Navigate specific links to the original change on the central NOG system
2. Flow the change context to the local system and facilitate viewing locally
Option 1 has attractions; however, it does create an operational dependency on the central system and also it
predicates that the local system security policy will permit access to external systems for linking.

 There may be opportunities to soften this “blocking” if the workflow system can apply some intelligence to the
nature of the changes being presented. For example, a straightforward text change to a control measure should be
safe to apply out of sequence.
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Special processes might be necessary when an FRS is first set up – for example it might be appropriate for there to be
a bulk / automatic acceptance to get the FRS to the position where they can start “running” the system, rather than
being forced to go through the workflow for every granular piece of content. The database will be up to date of course
but we need to think about the acceptance process. The workflow is designed to keep an audit trail of each change
and when it was accepted. It is anticipated that there will need to be some kind of base level of acceptance. Imagine in
the future if someone wants to look at the history of a piece of content and when it was accepted by the FRS. If it was
a piece of original content that has not changed from the first day it was brought into the FRS what should the audit
trail say?
2.1.5.3

Typical workflow state transitions

The following are the workflow state transitions most likely to be encountered:
New  Acknowledged  In progress  Accepted
New  Acknowledged  In progress  On hold  In progress  Accepted
The switch between “In progress” and “On hold” could go back and forth a number of times before transitioning to
Accepted.
2.1.5.4

Customisation of workflow states

Requirements have been mooted for workflow states to be customisable per-FRS. This might arise for a larger FRS,
for example, where the “In progress” state has to keep track of the movement of a piece of content between different
stakeholder groups. Generally, these types of requirement would be out-of-scope of the core Phase 2 proposition
and/or could be a later enhancement to the system once the particular requirements across the FRSs have been
understood at a detailed level and consolidated.
2.1.6

Custom content fields

The content management facilities at the local end do not allow NOG content to be edited, changed or deleted and this
gives rise to the requirement for FRSs to be able to make some level of annotation against the content – these are
known as “whitespace” areas or custom content fields. In conjunction to these fields, facilities will be provided to allow
authorised local users to enter content and populate the custom fields.
These customisable content areas are “whitespace” content elements attached to every type of NOG content (section,
hazard, control measure, strategic and tactical actions). These areas are stored for every instance of an entity, so for
example each Hazard (entity) would have its own customisable content area. The purpose of these areas is to allow
local context, interpretation and augmentation. For example, regarding thatch, in Cornwall thatch is very commonplace
and that FRS may wish to record additional information to explain and expand the core NOG guidance. These
annotations are stored and managed locally. When the upstream guidance changes, those changes filter down in such
a way that the content in an attached whitespace area is preserved. The contents of these whitespace areas may need
to be reviewed and revised because of the upstream change, and there may be a requirement for the solution to
provide facilities to flag these to the local FRS – see interaction with workflow notes below.
The table below lists the types of NOG content / entities and whether these would be expected to have a custom
content filed associated with them:
NOG/NOS/Scenarios
NOG
NOG
NOG
NOG
NOG
Foundation knowledge
Training specification
Training specification

Content granularity
Section
Hazard
Control Measure
Strategic Action
Tactical Action
Section
Section
Training Specification
Hazard

Custom content field
Yes
Yes
Yes
Potentially?
Potentially?
Potentially?
Potentially?
Potentially?
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Training specification

Training Specification
Control Measure

Potentially?

NOS
NOS

Section
NOS Performance
Criteria group
NOS Performance
Criteria
NOS Knowledge and
understanding group
NOS Knowledge and
understanding
Section
Hazard (same entities
as Guidance)
Strategic/Tactical
actions (same entities
as Guidance)

No
No

NOS
NOS
NOS
Scenarios
Scenarios
Scenarios

No
No
Potentially?
Potentially?
Potentially?

Changes to the whitespace area would be logged and potentially there may be optional requirements around this to
support versioning and potentially, comparison. Workflow could be optionally layered on top to provide the levels of
workflow around the process for accepting NOG content changes and could also be extended to incorporate workflow
management around the customisable areas, i.e. to help FRSs manage content changes and help them identify the
requirement for them to review the whitespace areas.

L oc al F R S g uidanc e
T his is the local F R S s pecific guidanc e that s upplements the information
provided above.
F urther paragraph here.
•
•

B ullet point
B ullet point

The above mock-up illustrates the user functionality of the custom content field.
The diagram below shows how the various parts of the content are handled from a synchronisation point of view.
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These custom content fields could be implemented as additional fields on each of the corresponding entities. The copy
management / synchronisation process would not carry forward the content of these fields so as to preserve any
localisms.
As indicated previously, the workflow system could provide additional optional support to this process. When the NOG
content is updated it could flag the fact that there is a custom content field containing content and that this may need to
be reviewed. Further optional workflow support could allow the custom content area to be managed within the workflow
so that it is part of the sign-off/acceptance process. The notes below illustrate how this would work showing the
workflow messages:
How the basic workflow would support custom content fields
Message: New content arrived for hazard abc, requires acceptance
Message: Custom content for hazard abc should be reviewed
How the basic workflow could be extended to provide further support for custom content fields
Message: New content arrived for hazard xyz, requires acceptance
Message: Custom content for hazard xyz requires review and acceptance
..
..
Event: {workflow manager accepts new content for hazard xyz}
Message: New content for hazard xyz accepted pending acceptance of custom content
Event: {workflow manager accepts custom content for hazard xyz}
Message: Custom content for hazard xyz accepted
Message: New content for hazard xyz accepted
2.1.7

Product packs

The product packs are sets of content templates that allow additional types of FRS specific content to be managed
within their local environment and under their control. The system provides the product pack templates and it is up to
individual FRSs to decide which, if any, templates they wish to utilise locally.. Content created using these templates is
stored and managed locally. When changes flow from upstream the relationship to the local product pack content
instance must be preserved. The templates are fixed format and based on a consensus / agreed set of content fields.
FRSs will not be able to modify templates, e.g. to add additional fields, hide fields or modify field attributes, such as
length. However, one type of template (Operational Information Note) will probably require some flexibility to allow
content editors to control the label applied to some fields. This is discussed in detail in section 2.1.7.6.
Although the exact number, type and layout of these product pack templates is presently work in progress, the working
assumption is that they are fairly straightforward, i.e. they are not highly structured and hierarchical in the way that
guidance is. This being the case, it is envisaged that the templates used to create the product pack items will be
implemented as custom entities (content types and/or ECK entities). The relationships with Guidance components like
Control Measures are made with whole product pack documents rather than with individual sections. Relationships in
the NOG Core system are all built around references to individual entities and nodes.
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Version history will be captured using the standard Drupal version history system, but there will not be an equivalent
side-to-side comparison feature. The following product pack templates have been identified:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Operational Information Notes (OIN)
Equipment Notes (EN)
Training Packages (TP or OTN)
Supplementary Info (SUP)
Impact Assessments (IA)

Content managers on the local system (with permission etc.) will be able to create product pack instances/pages in
their own environment. The template (rather than the content created using each template) is mastered and managed
on the central system and flows down to the local system through a synchronisation mechanism (likely to be repository
rather than API based). The handling of changes to product pack templates will need to be investigated to determine
the best way of promulgating the changes locally, especially when there are pre-existing product pack instances that
use the original version of the changed template.

Process for creating a product pack item:

2.1.7.1

Equipment Notes / Equipment Manuals

1. Likely to be consistent across the board
2. Same subheadings/fields could be applied to any piece of equipment (wireframes show a good generic set of
section headings)
3. Probably little or no stock wording applicable
4. Each section of document unique to piece of equipment and no re-use across different notes (so there is no
need to break the document down into separate entities in the way we have for guidance)
Implementation
Implement as a Drupal content type. This provides a template for creating single instance entities (nodes) for each
piece of equipment. The content type / template needs to be managed centrally (as an adjunct to the central NOG
system) and deployed to local NOG P2 instances.
On the local system content authors can create equipment note content items by selecting the equipment note content
type (template).
Equipment notes may be linked to local copies of NOG control measures etc. and those links need to be maintained
if/when the control measure etc. master changes. Typically, the relationship will be:
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2.1.7.2

Many equipment notes link to one control measure etc.
An equipment note links to one and only one control measure (or no control measures)
A one-to-many relationship
Operational Information Notes / Operational Notes

1. Some aspects (sections) likely to be consistent across the board
2. Need flexibility to allow certain sections to be unique to the particular note instance (wireframes illustrate this
nicely with “controlled burn”)
3. Good possibility of having a single template that can be used by many FRSs, as long as there is the ability to
tailor the number of sections and to be able to rename sections
4. Localisms will be tailoring of the flexible sections (to give them an appropriate name) and the text content in
any/all of the sections
5. Each section of document unique to circumstances and there will be no re-use across different notes (so there
is no need to break the document down into separate entities in the way we have for guidance)
Implementation
Implement as a Drupal content type. This provides a template for creating single instance entities (nodes) for each
operational information note. The content type / template needs to be managed centrally (probably included in the
NOG system) and deployed to local NOG P2 instances.
On the local system content authors can create operational information note content items by selecting the operational
information note content type (template).
Local copies of operational information notes may be linked to NOG control measures and those links need to be
maintained if/when the control measure master changes. Typically, the relationship will be:
 Many operational information notes link to one control measure etc.
 An operational information note links to one and only one control measure (or no control measure)
 A one-to-many relationship
2.1.7.3

Supplementary Information / Further Information

1. These could literally be any type of content (PDF, Word, PowerPoint, links, images, content pages)
2. They are (mainly/always) connected with operational information notes (not equipment notes or any of the
other NOG guidance content items)
3. There is no consistency over the type or format of supplementary information items
Implementation
In effect these supplementary information items represent a library of content that can be linked to (mainly/always)
operational information notes.
Links are many-to-many:
 An operational information note can link to (none) one or many supplementary information items
 A supplementary information item can link to (none) one or many operational information notes
The process of using these items will be for local content editors to load them into the supplementary information
“library” and then link to them.
Links are always local, i.e. from local instances of operational information items to locally stored supplementary
information items. Links will need to be preserved but there is no linking required to NOG content.
2.1.7.4




Training Packages
These represent the actual training materials, learning management systems, eLearning content etc.
They could be any type of content and a mixture of different sources per service and per control measure
Training packages are only ever associated with control measures

Implementation
These could be implemented along similar lines as supplementary information, i.e. as a library of items that can be
linked to as appropriate. Links can be many-to-many. However, with supplementary information it will generally make
sense to link in this way because these items are in most/all cases single pieces of “linear” content such as a
document or a link to an article or piece of page content on a website/intranet.
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For training packages, some content might be of a similar type, i.e. document style. But in many cases the training will
be a course of some type contained inside another system such as a learning management system or eLearning
package. When the user clicks on the link to the training package item in the NOG P2 system, are they expecting the
target system to “open” the training or would the next natural step be to open a piece of content that talks about what
the training item is – a kind of meta-data “wrapper” for the training ?
This wrapper could give details such as: outline of the training objectives, duration, how it is delivered, how you book,
prerequisites, accreditations/certificates earnt, whether it has to be renewed regularly, what NOG content it relates to
etc.
A suggested approach is to combine the two:
 If the training is document style (including links to static content) then link to it directly just the same as
supplementary information
 If the training is actually a piece of training delivery then use a wrapper document to contain it.
The example illustrates how this might work in practice:
Training
o Controlled burn PowerPoint created by FRS {is a PowerPoint document}
o Article on controlled burn contained on FRS Intranet {is a link}
o eLearning course on controlled burn from XYZ supplier {is a wrapper document}
Clicking on the first two items naturally opens the PowerPoint or the link respectively. In the third item, the wrapper
document is the thing linked to and when it opens it displays the following information:
Training objective
Duration
How it is delivered
How you book
Prerequisites
Accreditations/certificates
Ongoing commitment

Relationship to Guidance

This course is designed to provide you with the training you need to
be able to operate a controlled burn safely and effectively
½ day course
Delivered as a classroom course
Click on this link to open the FRS Learning Management System
Attendees on this course must have attended the fire-starting
course
On successful completion of this course you will receive an
attendance certificate
This is a one-off course although it is recommended you review
your understanding and latest policy relating to controlled burn on
an annual basis
This relates to the Controlled Burn NOG content

The concept here is that the “wrapper” document is highly consistent (has the same set of fields/sections) across the
board and would be easily implemented as a Drupal content type/ ECK entity and used as a template. The “wrapper” is
a document about a document; a form of meta data. It is used within the CMS to describe something which exists
outside of the CMS. It points to the training item and is not the training item itself.
The bottom line here for an FRS content editor is that when they are adding training product packs they:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Locate and access the relevant control measure
Go into edit mode
This allows editing of the training fields (only) in the control measure
The editor adds training items (as many as they need)
For each item, they either:
o link directly to a piece of training content (which they upload or find in the asset library)
o or they create a training wrapper document which they then link to the training item
6. They save the control measure and publish it
2.1.7.5

Impact Assessments

1. These are documents typically in Word format but potentially PDF as well
2. Likely to be a lot of variation within an FRS and across FRSs – there isn’t a “standard” Impact Assessment
format
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3. There are sub-categories of Impact Assessment, e.g. Risk Assessment (RA), Equality Impact Assessment
(EIA), Sustainability and Development Impact Assessment (SDIA), Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA), Health,
Safety and Welfare Impact Assessment (HSWIA).
4. Will typically be linked to Operational Information Notes and Equipment Notes (rather than Control Measures)
– i.e. they are connected to other product pack items rather than to guidance
Implementation
These documents are best served as a library of content than can be linked to. There may be merit in providing tags to
allow the sub-categories to be pulled out if required, e.g. to list all of the risk assessments.
Links are one-to-many:
 An impact assessment may be linked to one and only one operational information note or equipment note
 An operational information note and an equipment note may link to (none) one or many impact assessments
The process of using these items will be for local content editors to load them into the impact assessment “library” and
then link to them.
Links are always local, i.e. from local instances of operational information notes and equipment notes to locally stored
impact assessments. Links will need to be preserved but there is not linking required to NOG content.
2.1.7.6

Requirement to allow product pack template flexibility

The Operational Information Notes contain a number of fields that are fixed across all instances of operational
information note content. However, there are potentially requirements for some variation in some of the field labels.
The diagram below illustrates this:

If possible strategies should be employed to avoid this situation arising through the consultancy process when it comes
to defining the exact content and format of the template and careful choice of fields and field names. If it cannot be
avoided, then it will be necessary to create a field for label and another field for value, in pairs. In this way flexible fields
can be implemented that allow the values to be changed between instances.
This approach could be further transformed into multi-valued fields in conjunction with the Paragraphs module. This
would allow the actual configuration to be exactly the same in all slaves and it’s up to slave content editor to decide
what to put in the label and value field when they create content.
2.1.8

Application programming interface

The application-programming interface would serve two purposes, and indeed it might be prudent to implement two
distinct interfaces, one for each purpose:
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1. Used by the local system to pull guidance content updates from the central system to maintain synchronisation
2. Used by some FRSs who have the means and capability to develop their own integration solution
There are also some future services which could also potentially use an API approach:




Data access for mobile devices / MDTs etc. (this would interface with the local FRS NOG)
Syndication of NOG content to other service providers, such as Police Forces

The API could also be extended to allow PUT requests, for example so that statistics can be collected, rolled-up and
stored centrally – see reporting section later.
Changes to the structure of NOG content (not the content itself), features and function will need to be carefully planned
and rolled out to the slave systems. It is likely that a measurable period will be required before every slave can be
brought up to date and the design will need to cater for this. Accordingly, the application-programming interface will
need to provide support for these different versions of the core NOG schema, allowing a period of perhaps many
months overlap so that FRSs can plan and organise updates to their local copy according to their own budgets and
resources.
The sorts of change that tend to be easier to handle are additions, e.g. adding another field to a content type. Changes
to field attributes, such as field length, start to become more complex to manage. Deletions and merges are naturally
more complicated to handle and should be avoided. (management, tracking, deployment and automation of changes
beyond data handled through the API, e.g. code and configuration, are covered in a later section).
2.1.8.1

What happens when a new field is added

The likelihood is that this will happen from time to time during the lifetime of the solution.
When a new field is added to a content entity, e.g. a hazard, a new version of the API will need to be offered at the
same time so we have old-API and new-API co-existing.
Local NOG P2 instances (both managed and un-managed) continue to use old-API until they have been upgraded so
that the Drupal database has the new field and can therefore populate it with content. To be able to retrieve the new
field part of the upgrade will include switching to new-API.
When the last system using old-API has been upgraded the old-API can be removed. Support will be provided for the
current and one (only) previous version. This is a commonly used model known as n and n-1 support. When a new
version of the API is announced the withdrawal of the n-1 version will be announced at the same time. The table below
illustrates how this works:
Version
N-2
N-1
N
to be

Steady state
Withdrawn
Supported
Supported
n/a

On announcement
Withdrawn
Due to retire / is becoming N-2
Will become N-1
Announced / is becoming N

It is important to note that the timing of such upgrades to un-managed local instances will be outside of our control and
as such allowance has to be made for a period of dual running with the current (n) and the old (n-1) version of the API
and corresponding local system. As a general principle, as good practice it would be expected that all systems will
required to upgrade within a period of say 6 months.
For FRSs that are doing their own thing, the same concept applies. They can be notified that a new API is available
and under their own steam can migrate to using it.
2.1.8.2

What happens when a field is removed?
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This is not that likely to happen in practice, although there is a caveat to this, see below. If a field does become
redundant then rather than physically deleting it all that needs to happen is that the NOG P2 instance needs to be
configured to ignore that field (i.e. set display to hidden).
Caveat: the use of deleted fields could arise as a way of handling certain changes to field attributes, such as changing
from “text” to “long text”. Rather than actually changing the field it may be preferable to create a new field with the
desired attributes and phase the old one out.
2.1.8.3

What happens when a field’s attributes change?

There are some scenarios where this could be treated much the same as the addition of a new field, e.g. if a text field
increases in length from 20 characters to 35. Because it is additive readers expecting only 20 characters will simply
truncate the remaining 15 characters. Whilst this is not an ideal approach it is generally workable.
However, the majority of changes of this nature are likely to be material in that the data type is changing, e.g. from text
to long text or from text to list.
Probably the best way to handle these situations is to make a new field with the new attribute and move away from the
old field until it is fully redundant. When a particular FRS instance has been upgraded to deal with the new field it is
also configured to use a new version of the API which drops the old field and uses the new.
The challenge here is what to do about data migration? The old field still needs to be populated so that readers who
have not been upgraded yet can continue to work satisfactorily. When the change is implemented centrally there would
need to be a one-time migration step which copies the old field data into the new – sometimes this might be a more
complicated step for example if a text field is becoming a list. Nevertheless, once the migration has occurred the old
field data is no longer updated and is just kept for users of the old-API. When the local NOG P2 instance is upgraded,
there will need to be a process (probably scripted and automatic custom update) for taking the new field data in NOG
Core and making it available in the local instance. It will not be sufficient to use the migrate from old-field to new-field
approach which was used as the one-time migration for NOG Core. (because there will probably be updates to the
new-field content which occurred between the NOG Core being migrated and the upgrade of the local NOG P2
instance to accept the new field).

2.1.8.4

Synchronisation interface

The synchronisation interface would need to be able to make calls to obtain records from the queue of pending
changes and updates. There are a couple of potential ways of implementing this:





Query against each entity type asking “what’s new” – the control mechanism on the local system would need
know where the last call got to and what has arrived since then. This approach does mean that there is a
structural dependency between the two systems.
When an update is made to the master database at the same time cut an update record to a single queue.
These update queue items would all have the same format and would just point to the actual updated
record. This introduces multiple calls per update: against the updated queue and then at least one entity.
This approach loosens the structural dependency as the queue is controlling things to an extent.

 There are pros and cons for these two approaches. The second one is more intrusive in the way that Drupal
handles content updates to the NOG entities because it requires standard Drupal update processing to be amended to
include the additional “insert” processing to apply changed records to the queue.
The interface would need to support the following sorts of call:
Call
Entity level specifying a date/timestamp as a “watermark”
Entity level specifying an object ID

Expected result
a list of results containing updates
a single result containing the current version of the
entity instance
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Based on the assumption that listing updates will be performed per entity rather than through the central queue
concept, the API methods required can be broken down in the following:
Method
section
hazard
control
strategic
tactical
section/{section_id}
hazard/{hazard_id}
control/{control_id}
strategic/{strategic_id}
tactical/{tactical_id}

Usage
Retrieve a list of section entities
Retrieve a list of hazard entities
Retrieve a list of control measure entities
Retrieve a list of strategic action entities
Retrieve a list of tactical action entities
Retrieve a single section entity
Retrieve a single hazard entity
Retrieve a single control measure entity
Retrieve a single strategic action entity
Retrieve a single tactical action entity

An example API call:
Retrieve a list of all the hazards from midnight on the 30th June

GET https://nog_system/api/hazard/?from_date=2017-06-30 23:59:59
The following filters are available:
Filter
entity_id
sort_by
order
from_date

Usage
For each entity this is the identifier of the single instance
to be retrieved, e.g. section_id, hazard_id etc.
Allows the results returned by list queries to be sorted.
Likely sort_by fields are: object_id, timestamp
Allows the sort_by to be applied in either ascending or
descending order
This is the timestamp value to be used as the start point
for list queries, i.e. return all the items since this
timestamp value

Updates need to be repeatable. If a re-run occurs and the same set of updates pulled the system should be able to
cope and happily apply those updates and record the associated detail in the audit log. If an update arrives out of
sequence for some reason it should be ok to accept and process without impacting data integrity.
Updates could remain in the workflow system for many months. Each update is either self-contained, i.e. does not
depend on any other update arriving in a particular sequence, or is part of a related collection of updates which must
be processed in sequential order. So, for example a hazard update may be sitting in the system waiting for workflow
approval but a control measure update pertaining to the same hazard could (in theory at least) be processed and
accepted (this may or may not make sense from a business perspective) and effectively “overtake” the hazard update.
Updates for the exact same entity instance would need to remain in sequence though. For example, if hazard 123 is
updated and an update record is sitting in the workflow system any subsequent update to that same hazard, 123,
would need to wait in line. Similarly, there will be cases where updates that cross-reference to another entity will need
to be processed in the appropriate order.

 The earlier section describes these considerations and the proposed way forward.
 Because the local system is drawing data through an API, and because the local system does not need to know
about central guidance version histories, there is an opportunity to simplify or ‘flatten’ the schema. This could be an
advantageous strategy to improve the performance of the local system.
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 There will need to be a mechanism for exerting some control over the way the various slave systems request their
updates. If this is based on a simple fixed timer there could be operational issues arising, for example if everyone calls
on the hour every hour – having 50 systems all asking for updates at the same instance is not advisable. Ideally there
would be a configuration parameter for each slave system that could set and controlled centrally so that adjustments
can be made in the light of practical experience running the system. If a configurable parameter proves to be hard to
deliver, a self-governing approach would be to pick a fixed frequency, say hourly, and then using a randomisation
technique to create the minute value to be used as a fixed value in each case. So, FRS abc would always check in at
21 minutes past the hour, whilst FRS xyz would always check in at 53 minutes. It may be beneficial to use both
approaches, fixed and centrally controlled, so that the local system always has a value to fall back to.
2.1.8.5

Integration interface

The integration interface is used by FRSs that want to do their own thing and do not need the managed NOG P2 copy
instance. Whether the FRSs simply use the same API as the synchronisation system uses or whether there is a
separate/special interface just for DIY integration is a matter for detailed design.
Conceivably there are potentially three models that these FRSs could choose to adopt for their processing:
1. Pull the content in a synchronisation process and store in their local system
2. Link to NOG content directly
3. Use the API to pull items on demand
Model 1 is similar to the model used by NOG P2 in that it is a content synchronisation approach. The FRSs would
have to write their own API calls to achieve the synchronisation and they would also have to create and manage their
own content repository.
Model 2 is outside of our control entirely. If an FRS decides to store NOG Core URLs then so be it. All we can do is try
and help with the preservation of URLs and providing forwarders when URLs change.
Model 3 is based on the idea that an FRS could decide to use NOG Core as their repository and use the API to pull
content on demand. For this to be practical the API would need to allow the content entity hierarchy to be explored. So,
for example there would need to be calls to allow a NOG document to be found and the main section (document front
pages) to be retrieved. There would also need to be calls to allow lists of dependant items to be produced, e.g. get the
document and then list all the hazards it contains, then go and fetch the hazards.
The NOG P2 solution allows Model 1 processing using the synchronisation API and is benign to Model 2. Model 3 is
an optional extra.
2.1.9

Statistics and reporting

At the basic level, just to allow the system to be managed effectively, there would be requirements to collect statistics
across the distributed NOG system and harvest and store these statistics centrally.
This could include the following sorts of information:












Internal system version identifier (a structured way for each system to be known to the management
environment)
How many registered users; How long registered; Last active
Counts of users with certain profile types, e.g. administrators, editors, publishers
Database object counts – to check consistency with central database
Counts where customisable content areas have been populated
Counts of items in workflow states
Usage of product packs
API usage stats
System event timestamps, e.g. last synchronised, last backup
Sizes – database, file-system
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Significant error log entries

The system would need to provide some basic reports across these types of data, perhaps using Microsoft’s Power BI,
with the ability to extract and download data as comma delimited text files for sharing with FRSs.
Statistics collection should be a configurable option. For some deployment scenarios, e.g. on premise or those with
tightly secured security boundaries, it may not be possible (due to FRS ICT security policy) to gather statistics
centrally.
The mechanism for stats collection has to be based on a push rather than pull model to fit in with the general security
posture of FRSs. The solution provides a Stats-API with a back-end SQL based database. The NOG P2 instance will
be adapted to collect the required statistics from the local system and send these via the Stats-API to the central
statistics repository. Reporting is provided for Panlogic internal use as part of the management solution only.
Conceptual report showing instance health and change monitoring

As an optional enhancement, the solution could incorporate an off-the-shelf product for concentrating statistics such as
Splunk. Splunk is able to consume regular log files from a variety of technologies, including operating systems,
database servers and Drupal, using a Splunk forwarder. This data can be supplemented through Splunk’s open APIs
which allow custom data inputs to be provided into the mix.
In either case, the fundamental components are:






An API which all the local NOG P2 systems can use to send:
o Standard information from available “system” log files
o Custom information as per the list above
A central database that sits outside of Drupal to collect and consolidate the data in one place
A way to extract reports from the consolidated data

2.1.10 Permissions
Permissions on the local instance will need to be configured to hide certain content from end users. This set-up will
need an element of pre-configuration and the ability for local administrators to determine who within their realm
can/cannot see particular items.
Specific requirements that have been identified include:
 Hide training specifications and strategic actions from regular end users (i.e. fire-fighters)
 Only certain users would be given access to the workflow system and therefore be able to see changes before
they have been accepted
 Permissions would also be required to support the regional concept so that FRSs sharing a regional instance
cannot see each other’s content
2.1.11 Regional concept
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Some FRSs have expressed an interest in working together as a region and sharing a local NOG instance. The NOG
Phase 2 technology could include a “region” configuration, which will allow the instance to be “region aware”. This
configuration affects the way certain things operate:









Branding and logo – the regional instance allows specific branding and logo for each of the supported FRSs. This
is important to provide clarity to users so they know they are dealing with their FRS content.
The whitespace/custom content fields – conceptually there would be 1 of these for each content item per region,
however within that there would be multiple instances of the field, one for each of the FRSs using the region.
Configuration and permissions would ensure that a particular FRS only sees their custom content field content:

Product packs – This is potentially a bit of a grey area. By the very fact that a group of FRSs are collaborating, it is
quite probable that there would be some level of sharing content contained in a product pack. From a system
design point of view it is strongly recommended that a clear decision is taken to either:
o Offer only one set of product pack content within a regional instance
o Or, make the product packs “region aware”, so that each FRS within a region has its own product pack
content
o Any middle ground is likely to be complex to implement and manage and should be avoided
FRS specific URLs (“vanity URLs”) – this allows each FRS to retain their own URL identify, for example the URL:
www.midsomer.gov.uk would resolve to a shared regional instance, e.g. Central Region, and would be used to
ensure that only Midsomer content, branding etc. is served up.
Workflow – The key idea in the regional concept is that there is only one set of underlying NOG content held in the
local instance. The workflow system handles the receipt, analysis and acceptance of updates to NOG content and
controls the process of these updates being made available locally. In the case that there are several FRSs
working together, the workflow system needs to manage a single queue of incoming updates and allow
appropriately authorised users from each of the constituent FRSs to interact with items in the queue. For each of
the workflow states, e.g. acknowledged, in progress, on hold, any of the constituent FRSs can change the state on
a 1-to-1 basis. So for example, if FRS-A acknowledges a particular update then that applies to everyone within the
region – the update has been acknowledged once for everyone. Similarly, if FRS-C marks the update as “on hold”
then that applies across the board. The exception is with the “accepted” workflow state. This is “region aware” and
requires acceptance by each of the FRSs individually. The workflow audit naturally records the changes in state
and the identity (including constituent FRS) of the user who made the change.
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In the long term, if there is likely to be a trend from local to regional collaboration then it might be necessary to provide
processes and tools to enable a group of existing local instances operating independently to merge to become a
regional instance. Quite likely the process would be based around adopting one of the existing instances as the
regional instance, re-configuring it, migrating the other FRSs to it and closing down the locals.
Similarly, there may need to be processes and tools to enable regions to re-configured either to bring in another party,
to divest a party or to handle the case where two FRSs merge to become one. For example, there might be a region
with four constituent FRSs and the two of these merge, leaving a region with three constituent FRSs.

 It is envisaged that the Regional concept would be implemented using Drupal techniques such as Domain Access
and/or Microsites.

2.2

Other synchronisation mechanisms

So far we have only spoken about synchronisation of the NOG content through the application programming interface,
however there will be other types of data that need to be managed centrally and synchronised:
Type of data
Product pack templates
Control and reference tables stored in the database but
not part of NOG content, i.e. not transported by the API
Drupal database entities for managing the UX – i.e. the
Drupal system (but not the PHP code)
Code repository (Drupal code, custom Drupal code and
any non-Drupal code, e.g. used for batch interfaces)
Files – not content related
Files – content related, e.g. an embedded image file

Mechanism
These would be managed as features exported from
Drupal and further managed with github.
These could be managed via a “service only” API
Migration module?
Database unload/reload
What is the change frequency?
Database unload/reload
Features/patches?
What is the change frequency?
Github / Git repository
Probably batch based and/or Robocopy. SFTP?

The exam question here is “How do you keep the rest of the Drupal system (i.e. beyond the NOG content) at the local
end up-to-date and current?” E.g. how is an urgent/important security patch rolled out to the local FRSs?
We will build a Drupal distribution which will be used to build new slave NOGs and would be stored in Github. All our
updates and changes would be pushed to this GitHub and slave NOGs would pull the code and run updates they need
to run.
The management of configuration such as permissions, taxonomies, content types (including product packs) etc. will
need to be handled outside of Github to allow sufficient variation and tailoring of the configuration for the local instance.
Github would also contain a recent database dump so when a new slave instance is launched it can run a restore to
bring the content up to date to a reasonably current point in time.
The support model (supported / un-managed / unsupported) has implications/obligations and relies on things such as:
 Adhering to the supported hardware stack specification
 Panlogic automating the deployment of the new site and rollout of changes to:
o Infrastructure (i.e. automating introduction of new database server)
o Software
o Configuration (both that tracked in repository and that untracked and updated using custom updates)
o Code
 Process for releasing changes to Drupal in particular, i.e. what we do when a Drupal update alters fields used
by API so we need to send ‘new API version’ temporary data
 A custom admin form we will give that allows local administrators to alter only the configuration we can permit
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2.3

A document outlining the dos and don’ts i.e. what local systems administrators must not change (if they wish to
remain supportable), probably delivered as versions for each model: supported / un-managed / unsupported

Good practices

To complete the cycle of central guidance and integrated localisms there is a requirement to be able to share local
good practice back to the NOG Core system and form a central bank of materials. The concept is that if particular FRS
creates, for example, an equipment note, then that piece of content could be deemed to be an example of good
practice which could be adopted across other FRSs that use the same equipment. The processes around the
identification of these “good practices” and their dissemination and consumption are not defined presently.
NOG P2 supports the “good practices” idea through a two-stage process:




Stage 1 – Save the local content item as a PDF, download it to a desktop system and then upload it into a
Good Practices area on the central NOG system. This allows a piece of content to be put forward as a
potential exemplar.
Stage 2 – Once the content item has been agreed as an example of good practice, a content export process is
run on the local system, the exported content item is transferred to the central NOG system and then imported
as a Drupal content item. These items are made available through a dynamic and searchable list.

There are potentially a number of functional enhancements that could be made to this base level of support, e.g.
allowing people to collaborate on the document to make further improvements, voting, commenting system, ability to
review, a formal acceptance process. Beyond this there could be facilities to enable a piece of good practice to be
brought into an FRS and adopted.

2.4

Local users

The local system will need to support its own set of local users, including administrators, content editors, end users.
Anyone with the ability to change any aspect of the system will be required to perform a login so that they can be
identified and their entitlement checked. The approach with end users could be handled in a number of possible ways:





End users don’t have to login in order to consume local NOG content
In the above scenario end users would need to login to use certain features such as the ability to bookmark
content
End users don’t see a login request but there is a login performed as an SSO operation behind the scenes
End users do have to explicitly login before they can consume any local NOG content

Local users will not have any rights or permissions on the central NOG system, unless they separately register there.

2.5

Feedback

The feedback system allows local users to make feedback comments locally. If the comments are made against local
content, such as product pack items or customisable content areas, then the comments are made available to local
administrators.
As an option, the system could allow comments to be made against NOG Core content and for these comments to be
forwarded to the central NOG administrators.

2.6

Supporting infrastructure

The diagram below illustrates the scale of a fully deployed NOG Phase 2 landscape, based on an assumed split
between the percentage of local only, regional and do-it-yourself instances.
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2.6.1

Management environment
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Terminology:





Managed means that the entire solution stack, namely hosting, operating system, Drupal, database, custom
code and NOG P2 application, is managed by Panlogic
Unmanaged means that only Drupal, custom code and NOG P2 application are supported by Panlogic. The
rest of the solution stack is managed by the FRS. Unmanaged instances still use the authoritative repository
for management of Drupal objects and conform to the “code-of-conduct” so that they remain unmanaged but
with the application supported
Unsupported means that none of the solution stack is supported by Panlogic (save for the API)

There is potentially a grey area where an FRS starts as unmanaged but by making unsupported changes, e.g. the
installation of a Drupal module, becomes unsupported. During that journey, they transition from unmanaged to
unsupported.
The repository is for managing configuration which is identical across all managed and unmanaged deployments.
There are aspects of the configuration that need to be adjusted on a per FRS basis and as such these elements are
not managed (“tracked”) through the repository. For instance, there is a need to change the base permissions for the
administration user, but permissions configuration needs to be ignored from tracked configuration. This capability
would be implemented through a custom module.

 There might be an advantage in having a single directory space controlling all the systems we manage for support
and diagnosis activities. If we have a single directory space that all the systems we manage plug into then we won’t
have to manage multiple different sets of credentials. It would be advantageous to be able to login to any of the
managed systems using the same set of security credentials that are held and managed centrally.
2.6.2

Cloud hosting technology

The NOG Core platform sits on Amazon Web Services and this will be offered as the basis for NOG P2 for managed
instances. We recognise that some FRSs will be “Microsoft shops” and these would likely have a strong preference for
the solution to sit on a Microsoft hosting infrastructure. To avoid this becoming a barrier to take-up, we will also offer
the solution running on a Microsoft Azure platform. Azure fully covers Microsoft and non-Microsoft technologies and is
a straight comparator with AWS.
In respect of the above points, the NOG P2 solution will be made available on the following Infrastructure as a Service
hosting configurations:

A. AWS – Nginix – MariaDB
B. Azure – Windows Server – MariaDB
2.6.3

Cloud hosting platforms

The solution will be tested with the following cloud hosting services:




Amazon Web services
Microsoft Azure

Deployments to other cloud hosting technology may work but are an unsupported configuration.
2.6.4

Operating systems

The solution will be tested with the following operating systems:




Nginx Server
Windows Server 2016
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2.6.5

Database servers (running as Infrastructure as a Service)

The solution will be tested with the following database servers running as Infrastructure as a Service:



MariaDB Server

The solution will not be tested running with Microsoft SQL Server (Drupal does provide support for Microsoft SQL
Server but this is not an easy configuration to work with).
2.6.6

Tested configurations

The solution will be tested with the following configuration combinations:




AWS – Nginx – MariaDB
Azure – Windows Server – MariaDB

The solution will not be tested with the following configuration combinations:





Windows Server running on AWS
Nginx (Linux) running on Azure
Or any other cross-platform mix

Even though we know that AWS and Azure can support these approaches.
2.6.7

Platform as a Service databases

There may be cases where FRSs want to manage the solution themselves and in doing so prefer to use a Platform as
a Service database rather than installing and managing their own database server.
Platform as a Services databases are managed differently to the Infrastructure as a Service databases. With IaaS, the
database server is installed in a virtual machine which is managed by the subscriber. With PaaS database servers,
these are managed by the hosting platform (AWS or Azure) and to use them a “slice” of that server/service is
dedicated to the subscriber’s own usage. The benefit of the PaaS route is that management of the database server is
handled by the hosting platform and subscribers do not need to undertake management activities.
The following PaaS style database services have been considered as optional items:






Azure SQL
Amazon Aurora
Amazon MariaDB
Amazon MS SQL Server

As at the time of writing Azure does not have a direct MariaDB PaaS offering, although there is a Marketplace offering
for this.
2.6.8

Deploying on premise

In all on premise hosting scenarios the synchronisation mechanism must be able to traverse the security infrastructure
so that updates can be received by the slave system.
As indicated previously we will have tested our solution with certain operating systems and database servers (for
details please see above).
We will have not specifically tested our solution running within a particular hypervisor environment, e.g. VMWare/ESX
or Microsoft Hyper-V, although the solution will be capable of running in a virtualised environment.
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For single sign-on integration on premise, the user account directory must be accessible from the host(s) managing the
NOG system integration application (also see below).
2.6.9

Single sign-on

It is believed that some level of support for single sign-on will be vital for Intranet style deployments as a core scope
item. In light of this, the solution will be capable of being integrated to provide a single sign-on experience for end
users. This means that when a user logs on to their business desk/laptop the credentials they present are used to
allow access to the local NOG system without requiring a further logon. This is achieved by the desk/laptop
management system sharing the same user account directory as the local (FRS) NOG system – they are both able to
authenticate a user using a common set of shared credentials. The access rights, permission and role enjoyed by the
user are dependent on the group memberships and role granted to the user account within the account directory.
Single sign-on scenarios are supported using the Drupal OpenID Connect module with an additional login provider for
Azure Active Directory. Azure Active Directory can synchronise with other directory services to share user identities.
The NOG P2 solution is capable of supporting SSO with the following directory services:
Cloud based directory services





Office 365
Azure AD
AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory (as an option)

On premise based directory services



Microsoft Active Directory (as an option)

The user accounts must reside in one of these directories and the FRS IT group must allow the necessary security
access for Azure AD to talk to the FRS directory.
The core NOG P2 solution will support SSO via Azure AD and Office 365. Deployment will include the technical
integration capability and components but configuration and testing is likely to be handled manually for each case.

2.7

Support Model / Service Wrap

The support model / service wrap needs to consider the following areas of support:








Hosting support
Application support
Integration support
Deployment / set-up support
Support to 3rd parties (e.g. Capita)
Training
o Documentation, videos, podcasts – training oriented collateral
 Development support, e.g. new features and function, API enhancement, new/amended content types
 “How-to” type support
 Service levels against each type of support
The types of support to be provided are:




Deployment support
Operational support
o Full stack
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o Drupal support
Advice and guidance support
Application maintenance

The table below shows the services provided for operational support:
Hosting model

Operational support

Panlogic provided hosting (AWS/Azure)

Full stack operational support including:






Operating system
Database system
Drupal
Automated provisioning and deployment

Full service level agreement
FRS provided hosting: Cloud based

a) Panlogic has full administrative control of Drupal
and essential file-system areas
b) Panlogic has partial or no administrative control

FRS provided hosting: On-premise

a) Panlogic provides Drupal support – Operating Level
Agreement into FRS SLA; Management of Drupal
code through repository
b) Panlogic provides advice and guidance support – no
OLA/SLA
Panlogic provides advice and guidance support – no
OLA/SLA

In all non-Panlogic provided hosting scenarios the synchronisation mechanism must be able to traverse the security
infrastructure so that updates can be received by the slave system.
In all scenarios where single sign-on integration is required, either the slave system must be deployed on-premise
inside the security boundary (i.e. inside the DMZ) or the user accounts involved must live in Office 365 or an AWS or
Azure AD (in the cloud).
Panlogic provides maintenance support for the NOG System Integration Application – Drupal, any customisations,
configuration and required modules, maintaining the API and Infrastructure Provisioning/Deployment software. This
includes creating fixes/patches, developing features/functionality and enhancing the bespoke elements of the
application. For Drupal core and required modules, Panlogic will intercept and test updates and provide advisory
guidance in scenarios where FRSs themselves are supporting the application.
There may be different reasons for an FRS falling out of unmanaged support (i.e. the Drupal system and NOG P2
application are supported by Panlogic but everything else is managed by the local FRS), e.g. the following scenarios
could arise:




The FRS decided to make unsupportable changes to the Drupal set up
The FRS were unable to comply with the requirement to keep to an n-1 version approach
Something went wrong with the management system and that inadvertently caused the FRS’s environment to
become non-compliant

Whatever the reasons, even if it were entirely voluntary, things change and there is likely to be requirement to be able
to bring an FRS's environment back into compliance. This means that the Drupal system has to be re-set to the correct
configuration and hooked into the repository system correctly so that the configuration is managed going forward.
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NOTE: because the system is Drupal and in certain deployment scenarios we would not have administrative
access/control we are not in a position to control what happens inside that Drupal instance. If the FRS make changes
beyond what we provide or even extends content types, adds modules etc., then this creates a blurred line of
responsibility for support.

2.8

Set-up / on-boarding for un-managed deployment

Our solution is provided as our own Drupal Distribution and also using the Drupal Profile features. This enables an
FRS or 3rd party to take the distribution/profile as a single entity and install Drupal with all the required core Drupal
code, contributed modules, themes and predefined configuration. This makes the solution repeatable and everyone is
running on, or at least starts with, a consistent baseline configuration.
Further information regarding Drupal Distributions and Drupal Installation Profiles is available here:
https://www.drupal.org/docs/7/distributions
and here:
https://www.drupal.org/docs/7/install/using-an-installation-profile
The distribution/profile will be made available through Github.
To support the distribution/profile we will provide the following artefacts:






2.8.1

Installation and deployment prerequisites specification
Installation and deployment overview deck
Installation and deployment guide
Installation and deployment video tutorial
Access to our knowledgebase
Set-up and on-boarding high-level approach

This pathway assumes that the FRS will be providing the hosting and handling the installation and setup of the NOG
P2 instance. For on-boarding with a managed deployment, a more automated approach would be taken. The stages
involved in setting up the solution and “getting on board” are:
Plan – Execute – Operate
The table below highlights the high-level activities and tasks involved:
Stage
Plan
Plan
Plan

Activity
Read training materials
Look at system requirements
Planning

Plan

Agreement to proceed

Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute

Task
Prepare baseline knowledge
Prepare to procure hosting
Decide resources
Decide governance model
Build out project plan from example provided
Consider project risks
Decide how hosting will be handled
Identify dependencies
Estimate budget
Decide which product pack templates will be used
Commit resources
Allocate budget

Procure hosting arrangements
Obtain installation profile/distribution
Perform test installation
Perform post-installation manual
configuration
Run through post-installation checklist
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Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Execute
Operate
Operate

Perform live installation
Perform post-installation manual
configuration
Run through post-installation checklist
Restore NOG database (via backup or bulk
one-off synchronisation)
Configure local branding and logo
Configure boundary security to allow egress
Test connectivity from local NOG to central
NOG (ping test)
Optionally configure SSO integration
Test SSO access scenarios
Run commissioning tests
Initiate synchronisation
Handle NOG content updates in the workflow
queue
Test stats being pushed and received
centrally
Switch to live operation
Content editor training
User/train-the-trainer training

Reasonable minimum elapsed time: 1 month
Assumes: ready to accept NOG content, business ready to proceed, organised, familiar with Drupal (e.g. have worked
on a previous Drupal installation or managed a Drupal system), skilled and experienced resources, dedicated project
manager, able to commit resources
Typical deployment of business and technical environment: 3 months elapsed
Assumes: not all NOG content accepted, business not fully ready, lack of in-house skills/experience, not dedicated
project manager or no project manager, resources matrix managed against other business priorities
How long to get to a position where the content can be accepted (from a business point of view) ?
2.8.2

Support personnel required by an FRS implementing themselves

For FRS provided hosting arrangements the following roles are required:






2.9

Person or team responsible for installation and deployment
Person or team responsible for supporting hosting and operating system
Person or team responsible for supporting Drupal and database server
Service manager / single-point-of-contact for service management

Optional items

This section consolidates all the optional items / additional user stories mentioned throughout the document. This has
been created using bookmarks and cross-reference entries to refer to the actual section in question. The text can be
clicked on to go directly to the original section:
Option
name
Workflow
support of
customisable
content
areas

Option descriptive text
Workflow could be optionally layered on top to provide the levels of workflow around the process for
accepting NOG content changes and could also be extended to incorporate workflow management
around the customisable areas, i.e. to help FRSs manage content changes and help them identify
the requirement for them to review the whitespace areas.
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Identification
of impacted
customisable
content
areas
Regional
instances
On-premise
Active
Directory
AWS Active
Directory
Service
PaaS
Databases

As indicated previously, the workflow system could provide additional optional support to this
process. When the NOG content is updated it could flag the fact that there is a custom content field
containing content and that this may need to be reviewed. Further optional workflow support could
allow the custom content area to be managed within the workflow so that it is part of the signoff/acceptance process.
Some FRSs have expressed an interest in working together as a region and sharing a local NOG
instance. The NOG Phase 2 technology could include a “region” configuration, which will allow the
instance to be “region aware”.
Microsoft Active Directory (as an option)

AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory (as an option)

The following PaaS style database services have been considered as optional items:





FRS DIY
Integration

Comparison
Centralised
statistics

Good
practices

Centralised
feedback

Azure SQL
Amazon Aurora
Amazon MariaDB
Amazon MS SQL Server

Model 3 is based on the idea that an FRS could decide to use NOG Core as their repository and
use the API to pull content on demand. For this to be practical the API would need to allow the
content entity hierarchy to be explored. So, for example there would need to be calls to allow a NOG
document to be found and the main section (document front pages) to be retrieved. There would
also need to be calls to allow lists of dependant items to be produced, e.g. get the document and
then list all the hazards it contains, then go and fetch the hazards.
Version history will be captured using the standard Drupal version history system, but there will not
be an equivalent side-to-side comparison feature.
As an optional enhancement, the solution could incorporate an off-the-shelf product for
concentrating statistics such as Splunk. Splunk is able to consume regular log files from a variety of
technologies, including operating systems, database servers and Drupal, using a Splunk forwarder.
This data can be supplemented through Splunk’s open APIs which allow custom data inputs to be
provided into the mix.
There are potentially a number of functional enhancements that could be made to this base level of
support, e.g. allowing people to collaborate on the document to make further improvements, voting,
commenting system, ability to review, a formal acceptance process. Beyond this there could be
facilities to enable a piece of good practice to be brought into an FRS and adopted.
As an option, the system could allow comments to be made against NOG Core content and for
these comments to be forwarded to the central NOG administrators

~ end of document ~
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